**Medical Hypnosis Fundamentals**

**DEVELOP YOUR PROFITABLE AND CONSISTENT MEDICAL HYPNOSIS INCOME**

with Seth-Deborah Roth

In one day, you can discover the fundamentals of what you need to learn, and increase your income with Medical Hypnosis. Learn from a Medical Professional with a BA in business.

- Gain a feeling of confidence, and broaden your scope of practice and knowledge in this very exciting course.
- Boost your client base and outreach, even in challenging times.
- This wonderful course presents theory and clinical applications.
- You will be given an understanding of the basic physiology and biology behind medical hypnosis.
- You'll learn about hypnosis in pain management, emergencies, irritable bowel, pre- during- and after surgery, cancer treatment support, auto-immune diseases, and simple everyday procedures and much more.
- Chronic and acute pain management and medical hypnosis using the latest advancements in hypnosis and energy modalities. You will learn techniques to increase your clients' pain thresholds, reducing the need for drugs and medications and helping to speed recovery.
- You'll also learn how to market your services in this field.

### You Will Learn:

- Learn the physiology of the mind body connection for yourself and your practice.
- Understand the belief systems of your clients in order to facilitate change.
- Important pre-talk specifically for the medical hypnosis client.
- Learn how to tailor techniques for individual clients.
- Obtain critically important questions to ask all medical and pain management clients during the clinical interview.
- Design suggestions.
- Learn valuable interventions/management for allergies, asthma, arthritis, cancer, cardiovascular clients, irritable bowel, fibromyalgia, diabetes, hypertension, sexual & reproductive issues, dermatological disorders.
- Help clients eliminate anxiety and discomfort for surgery and other medical procedures.
- Alleviate side effects of chemo and radiation therapy and accelerate healing.
- Discover powerful pain management strategies and how to develop a session plan.
- Understand hypnosis for emergencies.
- Discover hypnosis for dental procedures.
- Learn specialized techniques for children.
- Discover marketing techniques specifically for medical hypnosis.
- Learn to individualize for your clients' success.
- Learn a short version of EFT that your clients will actually use!!
- Learn Eye Movement Tapping technique
- Learn the POWERFUL “Root Cause” tapping technique.
- Sample letters to the medical doctors and dentists are included as well what you can offer each specialty.
- Teaching self-hypnosis plan.
- A regression technique to get to the core issues involved.
- Discover marketing techniques specifically for medical hypnosis.
- Find out how to market to the medical community from someone who knows the medical community from the inside.

### Testimonials

"This is the Medical Hypnosis Workshop I’d been waiting for! Very practical and well organized.” ~ RR

"Seth was excellent and has a good grasp of the information as she is living it in the every day. I appreciate her organization, and the structure of the course. Lots of ideas and approaches for the future. I feel now that I am better prepared for the Medical Hypnosis things that I plan to do.” ~ PS

"This workshop completely satisfied my goal of becoming more informed about the medical context for hypnotherapy.” ~ MC

"Excellent course - very well thought out and thorough. Seth has a tremendous wealth of knowledge. The information flowed easily.” ~ JG

"Very positive, very informative! Seth’s warm caring manner filled our classroom with love and joy.” ~ DS

Seth-Deborah is a Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetist and a Medical Hypnotist as well as holding a degree in Business Administration with a minor in marketing. She has been in the medical field since 1969. She is a member of the National Board of Certified Clinical Hypnotherapists and a recipient of the 2005 Award of Excellence in the field of Health from the International Hypnosis Federation. She has presented at the National Guild of Hypnosis, the American Board of Hypnosis, the Institute of Advanced Studies in Health, the International Hypnosis Federation, the Oregon Hypnosis Association, the Dermatology Nurses Association, Kaiser Hospital in Alameda, St. Rose Hospital in Hayward, Sutter Health Hospitals Alta Bates, Herrick and Summit in Oakland and Berkeley, Seton Hospital in Daly City, Summit Hospital operating room nurses, various Cancer support groups, and is a frequent speaker on KEST radio “Seeing Beyond” in San Francisco. She became nationally known on her appearance on the Discovery Channel’s “MythBusters.”

### Who should attend?

Any hypnotist who is looking to expand their practice with medical hypnosis should take this course. Medical hypnosis fundamentals can be learned quickly and easily. Fundamentals and principals are the key, so that you can handle any medical issue that comes your way. Learn about the REAL mind/body connection.

Find out how to market to the medical community from someone who knows the medical community from the inside.

Complementary methods are having an incredible impact on people’s perception of health. A survey by Stanford University reported that 69% of all Americans use some form of complementary or alternative medicine. It is estimated they spend almost $28 billion a year on them - more than they spend out of pocket for conventional medicine. An American Medical Association study showed U.S. adults made over 600 million visits to alternative practitioners - exceeding the number of visits made to primary care physicians. The medical community is now taking notice.
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